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Charge and spin transport properties of Mo2 X2 (X = Fe,Co,Ni) molecular contacts
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We present a first-principles study of the electronic and transport properties of linear clusters Mo2X2 (X =
Fe,Co,Ni), formed by two X atoms separated by a nearly nonmagnetic Mo dimer, connected to gold electrodes.
Density functional theory, as implemented in the SIESTA code with the generalized gradient approximation, is
used to determine the spin-polarized electronic structure of the molecular contact for relaxed distances. We show
that the Mo2X2 clusters anchored to the gold electrodes have two different magnetic states, corresponding to
the spin isomers found in the freestanding environment, one of which has parallel magnetic coupling between
the X atoms across the Mo dimer and another that has antiparallel coupling. The transmission coefficients,
current-voltage characteristics, and conductivity are then computed with the SMEAGOL code for the two magnetic
states. We show that this system presents spin-filtering properties and magnetoresistance driven by the magnetic
state of the molecular contact.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of molecular electronics has become in the last
decade a hot topic in physics and materials science. Quantum
phenomena occurring at the nanoscale are critical in properties
related to the electronic structure of the system. The electronic
transport across a molecular system connecting source and
drain electrodes is a prototypical example of such properties.
The energy spectrum of the molecule is quantized, which
means that complex behavior of the electronic current when
the molecule or cluster is attached to metallic electrodes may
arise. Understanding how the contact affects the electronic
structure of the scattering region and what is the behavior
of the system subject to a finite voltage bias are questions of
fundamental interest. The nature of the electrodes plays also an
important role, because it determines the structural properties
of the contact, the asymptotic conduction channels, and their
alignment with the molecular orbital energy levels.1 The wide
variety of phenomena that are found can be exploited to
improve known electrical or magnetoresistive functionalities
or to invent new ones.

Remarkable progress in the experimental growth, control,
and characterization techniques at the nanoscale has allowed
to produce prototype devices such as conducting wires, point
contacts, and switches.2 Single molecular switches3 have
already been studied, both experimentally4,5 and theoretically.
Joachim and Gimzewski4 proved that the conductance of
a fullerene molecule (C60) dramatically changes when it is
deformed by a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip.
Piva et al.5 demonstrated that the current that flows through
a molecule on a surface strongly depends on the charge
state of nearby surface atoms. Other groups measured similar
switching behaviors produced by changes generated by the
bias voltage6,7 or spontaneously.8 More recent experiments
studied the switching produced by conformal changes due
to the rotation of molecular rings.9,10 On the theoretical side
there have been already many proposals of molecular switches.
We can cite, e.g., Emberly and Kirczenow, who predicted

the smallest molecular switch based on a benzene dithiolate
molecule between gold leads;11 Kim et al.,12 who studied
switching behavior in complex molecules; and Liu et al., who
proposed a spin-based molecular switch.13 This last example
is particularly interesting and relevant for our study because
it shows that nanoscale switches could be achieved by using
magnetic elements.

Molecular magnets are of particular interest due to the
spin dependence of the electronic transport properties.14–17

Recent systematic ab initio calculations of the freestanding
binary Mo4−xFex clusters in the whole range of concentrations
have shown that certain isomers can be good candidates for
molecular electronic devices.18 In particular, it has been shown
that the stable linear isomer of Mo2Fe2 is formed by two
Fe atoms separated by a nearly nonmagnetic Mo dimer. The
formation of tightly bonded dimers of Mo is a common feature
of these binary clusters as well as of pure Mo clusters,19

and it is a consequence of the exact Mo band half filling,
which results in a strong covalent bond with paired electrons.
This linear homotope of Mo2Fe2 has two spin isomers which
differ in the magnetic coupling between the two external Fe
atoms. The atomic spins of the two Fe atoms are aligned
parallel in one of the two isomers and antiparallel in the
other, therefore showing either ferromagnetic (FM) or antifer-
romagnetic (AFM) behavior, respectively. The lowest-energy
isomer corresponds to the AFM coupling, similar to what
was observed recently in [Fe (1.5 nm)/Mo (t nm)] multilayers
prepared by electron-beam evaporation.20 These clusters can
be viewed as the one-dimensional atomic limit of the FM- and
AFM-coupled sandwiches and multilayers to which magne-
toresistance effects have been directly related.21,22 Therefore,
a calculation of their transport properties when contacted by
metallic electrodes is indeed timely. Interesting effects based
on the spin degree of freedom are expected to appear, such
as magnetoresistance, spin filtering, and switching behavior.
A similar switching behavior using organic dicobaltocene
molecules was predicted some time ago.13
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Many recent numerical developments in the theory of
quantum transport are based on the Keldysh-Kadanoff-Baym
nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism.23 The
SMEAGOL code24,25 is a flexible and efficient implementation
of this formalism. SMEAGOL obtains the Hamiltonian from the
density functional theory (DFT)26 code SIESTA,27 which uses
pseudopotentials and a localized basis set of pseudoatomic
orbitals and calculates self-consistently the density matrix, the
transmission, and the current for each bias voltage.

We employed SMEAGOL in the present work to simulate a
source and a sink of gold electrodes connected through the
Mo2X2 cluster and to study the electronic transport properties
across this molecular magnet. We first calculate with SIESTA

the electronic structure of the contact with relaxed distances.
The transmission coefficients and I−V characteristics are
then calculated for spin-dependent electronic currents passing
through the scattering region produced by the molecular
magnet in its two possible magnetic states. We show that this
system presents spin-filtering properties, magnetoresistance,
and switching behavior depending on the magnetic state of the
molecular contact.

We give the details of our DFT calculations in the next
section. We present and discuss the structural properties of
the nanostructure in Sec. III. Our results for the nanostructure
transport results are given in Sec. IV. The main conclusions
are summarized at the end.

II. DETAILS OF THE DFT APPROACH

We have done calculations of the electronic and structural
properties of these systems with the DFT code SIESTA.27 This
method employs a linear combination of pseudoatomic orbitals
for the basis set and replaces the atomic cores by nonlocal
norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials,28 factor-
ized in the Kleinman-Bylander form.29 In our calculation,
the exchange-correlation potential was calculated with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as parametrized
by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof.30,31 The pseudopotentials
of Fe, Co, and Ni were generated with an atomic configuration
of 3d7 4s1, 3d8 4s1, and 3d9 4s1, respectively. The Mo pseu-
dopotential was generated with a 4d5 5s1 atomic configuration.
We included nonlinear core corrections to account for the
significant overlap of the semicore and the valence states. A
double-ζ polarized (DZP) basis set is used as the basis set in
all these cases.

For the relaxation of the system connected to Au electrodes
we used a basis set for Au that included the filled 5d states and

the 6s and the empty 6p states, which interact with the Mo2X2

molecule and affect the bonding between the molecule and
the surface. We carried out the transport calculations with a
simpler basis containing only the 6s pseudo-orbitals, because
these are the orbitals which determine the conduction channels
at the leads and are mainly responsible for the transmission at
the Fermi level. This description is accurate enough, as the 5d

(6p) states in Au bulk are well below (above) the Fermi level
and do not affect to the transport properties; i.e., we know from
calculations of other molecular systems that the inclusion of
only the gold 6s states produces a very similar transmission
from −2 eV below the Fermi energy to energies just below
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in case of
molecules coupled on a pyramidal configuration to the gold
surface (see below). The transmission at the Fermi level can be
a bit overestimated, however, which would give rise to bigger
currents, but the overall qualitative shape of the I−V curves
should be very similar.

The transport calculations have been performed using the
SMEAGOL program,24 whereby the system is split into three
parts: left and right leads (L and R, respectively), and a
scattering region (M), which includes the molecule and those
pieces of the leads that are modified by the presence of the
molecule and the surfaces. At the Hamiltonian level this
system is described by an infinite Hermitian matrix H. This,
however, has a rather regular structure. First notice that the two
semi-infinite leads are assumed to be defect-free crystalline
metals. These have a regular periodic structure and a unit
cell along which the direction of the transport can be defined.
Notice that the Hamiltonian matrix is rather sparse because of
the localized atomic orbital basis set used in SIESTA. We then
classify all atoms in the leads in terms of principal layers (PLs).
A principal layer is the smallest cell that repeats periodically
in the direction of the transport constructed so that it interacts
only with the nearest-neighbor PLs. This means that all the
matrix elements between atoms belonging to two nonadjacent
PLs vanish. H0 is defined as the N × N matrix describing
all interactions within a PL, where N is the total number of
degrees of freedom (basis functions) in the PL [note that we use
calligraphic symbols (H) for infinitely dimensional matrices
and capital italic letters (H ) for finite matrices]. Similarly H1

is the N × N matrix describing the interaction between two
PLs. Finally HM is the M × M matrix describing the extended
molecule and HLM (HRM) is the N × M matrix containing the
interaction between the last PL of the left-hand side (right-hand
side) lead and the extended molecule. The final form of H is

H =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

. . . . . . . . . .

. 0 H−1 H0 H1 0 . . . . .

. . 0 H−1 H0 HLM 0 . . . .

. . . 0 HML HM HMR 0 . . .

. . . . 0 HRM H0 H1 0 . .

. . . . . 0 H−1 H0 H1 0 .

. . . . . . . . . . .

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (1)
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For a system which preserves time-reversal symmetry, H−1 =
H

†
1 , HML = H

†
LM, and HMR = H

†
RM. The overlap matrix S

has exactly the same structure as H. Therefore, we adopt the
notation S0, S1, SLM, SRM, and SM for the various blocks of S,
in complete analogy with their Hamiltonian counterparts. Here
the principal layer, defined by H, is used for both the S and the
H matrices, even though the range of S can be considerably
shorter than that of H.

Using the above Hamiltonians, we can compute the retarded
surface Green’s function of the unconnected leads G0R

L and
G0R

R . These are used to compute the retarded self-energies for
the left- and right-hand-side leads

�R
L (E) = (ε+SML − HML)G0R

L (E) (ε+SLM − HLM) (2)

and

�R
R(E) = (ε+SMR − HMR)G0R

R (E) (ε+SRM − HRM) . (3)

Using the above quantities, SMEAGOL computes the spin-
dependent current using the Landauer formula23

Iσ (V ) = e

h

∫
dE Tσ (E,V ) (f (E − μL) − f (E − μR))

(4)

where Tσ (E,V ) are the spin-, energy- and voltage-dependent
transmission coefficients of the junction, and whose chemical
potentials μL/R = μ ± eV/2 are the equilibrium chemical
potential shifted by the voltage bias V . The transmission
coefficients are computed using the nonequilibrium Green’s
function formalism24 and are given by (the spin-index is
omitted hereafter for simplicity)

T (E,V ) = Tr[ �L(E − eV/2) G
R†
M (E) �R(e + eV/2) GR

M(E)],

(5)

where GR
M(E) is the retarded Green’s function of the molecule

and

�R/L(E) = i
[
�R

L/R(E) − �R
L/R(E)†

]
(6)

are the electrode’s linewidths, that are computed from the
electrode’s self-energies.24

III. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

In a previous work, we studied the structural and electronic
properties of freestanding Mo4−xFex structures.18 We found
that the Mo2Fe2 ground state consists of a linear structure with
a tightly bound Mo dimer separating the Fe atoms. The iron
magnetic moments are saturated to a value of 3.2μB and have
an AFM coupling. This structure has a spin isomer with the
magnetic moments of the Fe atoms coupled ferromagnetically,
which is only 10 meV higher in energy, while the closest stable
structure lies more than 0.1 eV higher in energy. This linear
system can be seen as the atomic limit of interlayer exchange
coupling (IEC) systems made of magnetic sandwiches and
multilayers. Therefore, interesting magnetoresistive effects are
expected to appear at low temperatures.

We present in this section the dependence of the structural
properties of Mo2X2, with X = Fe,Co,Ni on the magnetic
element X. The main results are shown in Fig. 1, where the
three most stable structures of Mo2X2 are displayed, together

FIG. 1. (Color online) Most stable structures of the system
Mo2X2 with X = Fe,Co,Ni. We show the magnetic moments on each
X atom to distinguish between different spin-isomers. The magnetic
moments of Mo are small and not distinguishable in the figure. Energy
differences respect to the ground state are shown, in meV, below each
structure.

with their energy relative to the ground state. The figure also
shows the magnetic moment of each X atom. The Mo magnetic
moments are much smaller, of the order of 0.1μB, and are not
distinguishable in the figure. The most stable structure is linear-
like and has a Mo dimer separating two X atoms with saturated
magnetic moments coupled antiferromagnetically for the three
transition-metal elements. A FM isomer appears close in
energy in all cases. The energy difference between spin isomers
decreases from 10 to 1 meV as we move from X = Fe to
X = Ni, following the same trend as the magnetic moment. In
all the linear structures, the small magnetic moment of each Mo
atom has an AFM coupling with the nearest X atom, so that the
isolated structures present a quantized total magnetic moment.
Also, in all cases the next structurally different isomer lies
several hundred meV higher in energy. We therefore believe
that these linear Mo2X2 (X = Fe,Co,Ni) nanostructures can
be realized and characterized experimentally at low tempera-
tures, while the two- or three-dimensional isomers should be
suppressed.

We have attached the linear nanostructures to semi-infinite
(100) Au electrodes to determine their transport properties.
We have relaxed the surface and cluster atomic positions, as
well as the distance between the electrodes. We have found
that the atomic distortion at the Au surface is negligible
for the most stable configuration. We tested three different
coupling configurations where the X atoms were placed at
pyramidal, bridge, and top positions of both Au surfaces,
having coordination numbers of 4, 2, and 1, respectively. We
have found that the pyramidal configuration is always the most
stable by several eV. Other configurations that involve adatoms
due to surface roughness or that depart from a perpendicular
configuration due to temperature fluctuations32 cannot be
strictly ruled out.33 This configuration corresponds, however,
to the most probable case, that which gives the peak value in
the conductance histogram. The ground state of the system
based on the Mo2Fe2 molecule is shown in Fig. 2 and the most
relevant information is given in Table I. In this table we also
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Structure of the complete system made of
a Mo2Fe2 linear system anchored to two Au surfaces in the (001)
direction, which act as electrodes.

show the electronic charge transfer from the molecule to the
Au leads, determined from a Mulliken analysis. This charge
transfer induces an increase in the magnetic moment of Fe and
Co; meanwhile, the opposite occurs for Ni. We have found that
the distances between atom X and the Mo slightly increase
with respect to the isolated case due to the binding with the
Au electrode, while the length of the dimer remains almost
constant. We define the binding energy of the molecule with
each surface (EB) as the negative of the difference between the
energies of the complete system and of the isolated clusters and
Au surfaces, divided by 2. The positive sign of these binding
energies shows that the formation of the nanobridge is clearly
exothermic in all the cases.

We plot in Fig. 3 the density of states (DOS) of each
structure projected on each atom for the isolated-clusters case
and compare it to the case where the molecule is anchored
to Au electrodes to study the effect of hybridization with the
leads. In the isolated case, Fe- and Co-based systems present
a clear gap between occupied and unoccupied states, which
is the same for both spin components in AFM systems and
much larger for the spin-up component than for spin-down
due to magnetic saturation in the FM systems. In Ni-based
systems, the gap about the Fermi level is much smaller in both
AFM and FM cases for the spin-down component, which is
a consequence of the presence of more states associated to
the transition metal at the Fermi level. When the molecules
are connected to the Au electrodes, hybridization with the
Au states produces a widening of the peaks of the DOS as a
consequence of the electronic delocalization. In this case all the

TABLE I. Information of interest about the structure and stability
of the Mo2X2 molecule connected to Au electrodes. The values of
dAu−X , dX−Mo, and dMo−Mo are measured in Å and refer to the distance
between an X atom and the Au surface, a Mo atom and an X atom,
and the two Mo atoms, respectively. EB is the binding energy of the
Mo2X2 molecule with each Au surface measured in eV. �q is the
change in the charge of the molecule with respect to the isolated case,
in units of the electron charge. mX is the magnetic moment localized
on each atom X in Bohr magnetons.

Element (X) dAu−X dX−Mo dMo−Mo EB �q mX

Fe 1.48 2.73 1.58 3.84 −0.63 3.5
Co 1.48 2.67 1.58 3.61 −0.54 2.3
Ni 1.49 2.63 1.60 3.87 −0.55 0.7
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Density of states projected on each atom
for the AFM and the FM spin isomers of the Mo2X2 linear system,
with X = Fe,Co,Ni, in the isolated case compared to the case where
the system is anchored to the Au surfaces. The subindex of the atoms
refers to their position, where L and R correspond to the left and
the right part of the molecule. Notice that in the FM molecules the
density of states on XL and MoL are opposite to the ones on XR and
MoR. Only the latter are shown in the figure.

gaps disappear. Different electronic and transport properties
are expected for each system depending on which states are
present around the Fermi level.
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IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

We plot in Fig. 4 the transmission coefficients at different
voltage biases for the three nanobridge constrictions. At
zero bias the AFM configurations are spin symmetric and
the transmission coefficients are the same for spin-up and
spin-down components. The junctions have a transmission
channel for each spin and the total transmission drops at about
the Fermi level for Fe, around 0.3 eV for Co, and at −0.2 eV
for Ni. However, the FM configurations present nearly one full
transmission channel around the Fermi level for the spin-up
component, mainly due to sp delocalized electrons, while for
the spin-down component the more localized d states produce
more erratic transmission curves (Fig. 3). Of special interest
is the case of Fe, where the transmission around the Fermi
level nearly drops to zero, so strong spin-filtering effects can
be expected. This system would be especially interesting for
spintronic applications. To further clarify the electronic and
transport properties of this case we plot in Fig. 5 the real-space
projection of the density of states around the Fermi level
for both spin components with AFM and FM configurations.
The AFM configuration shows charge densities for each spin
component which are symmetric with each other, with the
charge mainly localized around one of the Fe atoms and its
nearest Mo atom. The FM configuration shows for the spin-up
component a much more delocalized charge density through
the junction, which explains the large value of the transmission
at the Fermi level. For the spin-down component, however, the
charge is more localized on the Fe atoms and it disappears
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Transmission coefficients for a Mo2X2

molecule between Au electrodes, shown for different bias voltages V

from 0 to 1 V. Red, blue, and green lines correspond to X = Fe, Co,
and Ni, respectively.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Spatial density of charge around the Fermi
level for both spin components of the Mo2Fe2 linear system between
Au electrodes in the AFM and FM configurations.

towards the Mo dimer, which explains why the transmission
falls in this case (Fig. 4).

We have also computed the current through these systems
in a bias window from 0 to 1 V. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
The AFM nanobridges yield the same current for spins up and
down at low bias due to the symmetry of the system. However,
when the bias is larger than 0.1 V, the symmetry is lost and
both spin currents start to differ. Around the Fermi level, the
spin-up states, which are more localized at the right-hand part
of the molecule (see Fig. 5) and are close to the right-hand
(positive) electrode, decrease their energy under a positive bias
and the transmission curve (Fig. 4) moves gradually to lower
energies. The opposite happens for the spin-down component.
Notice that the current through the system is proportional to the
integral of the transmission coefficients in the energy window
(EF − eV/2,EF + eV/2), which is also shown Fig. 4. The
spin-down current is always larger than the spin-up current
for X = Fe,Co, while in the case of Ni the spin-up current is
slightly higher.

In the FM systems the two spin components of the
transmission are already different at zero bias, so different
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FIG. 6. (Color online) I−V characteristics for a Mo2X2 molecule
with AFM and FM configurations between Au electrodes.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The spin-filtering properties of the differ-
ent Mo2X2 molecules between Au electrodes, estimated in terms of
the normalized spin current �I .

currents for each spin are found even for V close to 0. In
the case of Co, the spin-down current is slightly higher than
the spin-up current due to the larger value of the spin-down
transmission at the Fermi level. The opposite happens for
Ni due to the larger value of the spin-up transmission. Of
special interest is the case of Fe. While at low bias most of
the current contribution is from the spin-up component (as
it is expected from Figs. 4 and 5), the spin-down current
starts to rise faster at V = 0.3 V and surpasses the spin-up
current around V = 0.5 V. This is due to the transmission
peak associated to the d states which is initially located at
0.5 eV for the spin-down component and broadens and moves
down in energy as the bias increases.

In order to gain insight into the spin-filtering properties of
these systems, we plot in Fig. 7 the normalized spin current
for each structure

�I = I↑ − I↓
I↑ + I↓

. (7)

Notice that the value of this quantity is limited to the window
[−1,1]. We find a very strong spin-filtering effect, up to 0.75,
for the case of the FM Mo2Fe2 molecule at low bias. This
effect disappears, however, as we increase the voltage. Also,
there is a moderate spin-filtering effect for the AFM Mo2Fe2

and Mo2Co2 nanobridges at moderate voltages.
By comparing the AFM and FM cases it is also possible to

determine whether magnetoresistive effects exist as a function

of the bias voltage. Figure 8 shows the magnetoresistive
properties of each nanobridge, quantified in terms of the
normalized current difference between the AFM and FM
configurations, divided by their sum:

�I ′ = IAFM − IFM

IAFM + IFM
. (8)

Notice that this quantity is also limited to the window
[−1,1]. Note that only the Fe nanobridge presents a small
magnetoresistive effect at low bias, but it quickly disappears
when the bias is increased. This suggest that these systems
would only be useful for magnetoresistive applications in
the case of X = Fe at low biases. By also including the
spin-filtering effect, i.e., by calculating the magnetoresistance
as a function of the spin component, we can see that the
magnetoresistance is much bigger in all cases although it
decreases steeply at large biases. These results show that the
behavior of the AFM and FM spin arrangements is very similar
at large biases, which implies that large voltages tend to destroy
the magnetotransport response of the system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the structural, electronic, and transport
properties of magnetic nanoclusters with formula Mo2X2,
where X = Fe, Co, Ni. We have found that linear atomic
arrangements, where the Mo atoms form a dimer, which is
sandwiched by an X atom at each side, are the most stable
nanostructures, with other possible two- or three-dimensional
structures lying more than 0.1 eV higher in energy. This
interesting feature renders these as inorganic alternatives to
the more conventional organic molecular electronics devices.
We have also found that the transition-metal atoms prefer to
be antiferromagnetically coupled and have a magnetic moment
that decreases from Fe to Ni.

We have analyzed the density of states of the ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic configurations of the linear nanostruc-
tures both in isolation as well as coupled to two (001) gold
electrodes. We have found that Fe- and Co-based clusters have
a clear gap around the Fermi level which closes when the
molecule is coupled to gold.

Finally we have studied the transport properties of the linear
nanostructures coupled to the gold electrodes for both FM and
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The magnetoresistive properties of the different Mo2X2 molecular junctions estimated from �I ′.
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AFM spin arrangements. We have found that both spin-up
and spin-down channels in the antiferromagnetic configuration
give the same current and transmission at low bias voltages
but start to differ at high biases; however, the current and
transmission for the ferromagnetic cases are already different
at zero bias. We have also calculated the difference between
the currents in the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic
configurations to search for possible magnetoresistive ef-
fects and found that these are non-negligible only at low
voltages.

These results indicate that the Fe-based nanobridges ana-
lyzed here could be used as inorganic nanospintronic devices.

Spin-filtering and magnetoresistance effects are expected to
appear in these and similar systems at low voltages.
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